
Started in 2009, as the Didgeridoo found to me, I was not aware how mighty and rich its
sound really is. Its natural harmonic variety exceeds the limits of our imagination,
given by a musical scale which is far older than the instrument itself. Due to this,
there exist endless sound compositions, creations, sound textures and rhythms.
Well I think, the amount of atoms in the entire universe is far less than that!
That power, that tone are fascinating me since my beginnings and I started to discover
the Didgeridoo in all its finest presence. I played, practiced, tried and failed
all the day long, because I wanted to become good rapidly, like I heared from many big
players before, who inspired me to learn playing this wind tube.
Seven days a week, I had been practicing a clear tone, the right lip tension for a
good and relaxing embouchure since I figured out the most fascinating and mysterious
technique, which is concering all of us: Circular breathing.
The ability to breathe in through the nose and producing a smooth, seamless tone
motivated to master it. After several hard practicing sessions, I finnally did it.
I had that power of circular breathing. From there on, rhythms followed in all its
varieties, first 4/4 , than 3/4, 6/8 and so on.
My first tube was a PVC pipe from the hardware store with a length of 1,5 meters.
From there on, many high and risky investments followed due to high quality instruments.
I was a student of computer science till 2010, as the Didgeridoo-playing became
more time-consuming and the course was set to work on my music career,
but it took ages till now to become professional.
Nowadays I perform on national and international stages, give workshops to students
and Iam busking on the streets.
I work with classic musicians on several scales and harmonies which are used
in all well-known genres such as Rock/Pop, Jazz, Latin, Flamenco, Raggae and Funk.
I was the best thing ever I started and its a life-dream to make astonishing music
with the Didgeridoo.


